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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we evaluate the most effective error message types
through a large-scale randomized controlled trial conducted in an
open-access, online introductory computer science course with
8,762 students from 146 countries. We assess existing error mes-
sage enhancement strategies, as well as two novel approaches of
our own: (1) generating error messages using OpenAI’s GPT in
real time and (2) constructing error messages that incorporate the
course discussion forum. By examining students’ direct responses
to error messages, and their behavior throughout the course, we
quantitatively evaluate the immediate and longer term efficacy of
different error message types. We find that students using GPT
generated error messages repeat an error 23.1% less often in the
subsequent attempt, and resolve an error in 34.8% fewer additional
attempts, compared to students using standard error messages. We
also perform an analysis across various demographics to understand
any disparities in the impact of different error message types. Our
results find no significant difference in the effectiveness of GPT gen-
erated error messages for students from varying socioeconomic and
demographic backgrounds. Our findings underscore GPT generated
error messages as the most helpful error message type, especially
as a universally effective intervention across demographics.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics→ CS1; • Computing method-
ologies → Natural language generation; • General and reference
→ Cross-computing tools and techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Compiler-generated error messages are designed to explain a pro-
gramming error to the programmer; however, many error messages
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are confusing for students who are learning to code [7, 12]. Be-
cause error messages are frequently generated and read by novice
programmers, improvements in error messaging could have wide-
spread benefits for teaching and learning introductory program-
ming [3, 38, 40].

Improving error messages is challenging because there is not
an obvious connection between a student’s misconception and
the resulting compiler error; it is nontrivial to address a student’s
misunderstanding given the compiler’s output [31]. Generative
Pre-trained Transformers (GPT) offer a promising solution to this
issue since they can leverage significant context and data. Alterna-
tively, bringing students together to discuss a common error has
the potential to not only improve their understanding, but also
promote community in virtual learning contexts. To explore these
possibilities, we developed two novel error message enhancement
techniques: one with GPT generated explanations and the other
facilitating collaboration on the course discussion forum.

Factors such as a student’s background and educational environ-
ment also influence how they interpret an error message. These
nuances make it difficult to assess whether an intervention is bene-
ficial and have led to inconsistent results throughout the literature
on error message enhancements.

To investigate the limitations of prior work, and understand
the potential of GPT and collaboration based error messages, we
conducted a large scale randomized controlled trial (RCT) in an
introductory computer science course. We implemented six dif-
ferent error enhancement strategies in the course’s Python IDE,
and examined several metrics around the students’ behavior to
comprehensively assess the impact of these distinct techniques.
In this paper, we present our methodology, results, and in-depth
analysis considering the diverse backgrounds of learners. Our work
highlights how to create more helpful error messages and, fur-
thermore, establishes a comprehensive framework for evaluating
educational tools. This approach is vital in understanding the bi-
ases of AI supported technology and developing more equitable
educational interventions.

1.1 Related Work
There is considerable prior research on enhancing error messages,
illustrating the opportunity to improve learning outcomes through
more helpful messaging [24, 25]. Several studies have investigated
what makes error messages confusing and proposed guidelines,
such as readability, that would make error messages more effec-
tive [5, 15, 19, 20, 36]. There has also been significant work on
enhancing error messages, such as providing simple explanations
[27], including more detailed explanations [39], incorporating Stack
Overflow posts [41], and more [9, 13, 17, 22].

The potential of connecting students to collaborate over shared
errors is apparent.Works repeatedlymention how engineers discuss
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their errors using Q/A forums [41, 43], and speculate what makes
them so effective [6]. There is also substantial work on the benefits
of collaborative learning [28, 34] and the downsides when there is
no learning community in a course [21].

One technical challenge in providing helpful error messages has
been balancing specificity and accuracy in the error message ex-
planation; the more specific the explanation, the greater the risk of
being inaccurate [31]. In the past year, advancements in Large Lan-
guage Model (LLM) technology have unlocked an unprecedented
ability to utilize meaningful textual context to generate accurate
explanations for a specific error. Recently, others have explored the
possibility of utilizing LLMs to produce error messages that show
exciting potential [4, 11, 18, 29, 33, 42].

Despite numerous efforts on improving errormessages, past stud-
ies yield varied results on the effectiveness of different approaches
[8, 10, 14, 16, 32, 37]. Furthermore, prior research lacks analysis
across varying demographics, which is necessary to understand
the intervention’s impact on learners from diverse backgrounds.

In our research, we aim to answer the question: "What is the
best way to improve error messages for people learning to
program?" We present our findings in this paper.

1.2 Main Contributions
(1) Two novel techniques to generate error messages for CS1
learners: one based on GPT and the other based on linking errors
to relevant posts in the course discussion forum.
(2) A large-scale RCT to understand the efficacy of six differ-
ent types of error messages, including our two novel techniques.

• Large-scale RCT in an open-access, online CS1 course with
8,762 students from 146 countries.

• When compared to standard error messages, students given
GPT error messages repeat an error 23.1% less often in the
subsequent run, and resolve an error in 34.8% fewer addi-
tional attempts.

• Only standard error messages result in significant improve-
ment in the number of runs to resolve an error over time.

• None of the error message types affect the rate that students
make errors throughout the course.

(3) A comprehensive analysis of impact of error message
types across diverse learner backgrounds, finding these advan-
tages of GPT error messages:

• No significant difference in the number of runs it takes a
student to resolve their error, across Human Development
Index (HDI) groups and across genders.

• For students with the least prior programming experience,
significantly fewer number of runs to resolve an error com-
pared to all other message types.

2 METHODOLOGY
We compared six error message types in a randomized controlled
trial in Code in Place, an open-access, online introductory computer
science course with 8,762 students from 146 countries [2, 30, 34]. We
initially assigned the different error message types to the students
at random, allowing students to change their error message type
whenever they wished. For the integrity of the RCT, our results

Error Message Type Number of Users Number of Errors
Standard 991 86822

Long Explanation 893 72335
Forum 997 77946

Simple Explanation 918 62624
GPT - Superhero 958 53827
GPT - Default 950 53729

Total 5707 407283
Table 1: Table shows the total number of users that used each
error message type, and the number of errors made of each
error message type. This is data for users that used one error
message type for the entire course.

only include the students who used the same error message type
throughout the entire course. Table 1 shows the number of students
that used each error message type, and the number of errors that
they generated. The descriptions and an example error message for
"SyntaxError: invalid syntax," for the six error message types are:

Standard: default error messages from the Python runtime. We
modified the raw error message by eliminating any lines referenc-
ing the compiler code, but did not add any form of enhancement.
These error messages provide a baseline to compare the other en-
hancement strategies against. Example:

Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<exec>", line 1

def main()
ˆ

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

Long Explanation: error messages with a detailed error expla-
nation, often including an erroneous code example. These error
messages highlight the effect of a lengthy, detailed, error message.
We utilize David Pritchard’s work [38, 39] to provide explanations
for the most common errors, and supplement the remaining errors
with Standard error messages. Example:

(Line 1) SyntaxError: invalid syntax
This error indicates Python was unable to interpret your
code since a grammar rule was violated. Common issues
include: strings must be enclosed within quotation
marks, conditional expressions require a colon at the
end, conditional expressions involving comparisons are
== while assignments are =, and multiplication must
always be done with *. For example,

if x > 0 # needs colon at end of statement
Many issues can cause this error; be sure to also read
the lines before and after the indicated one.

Simple Explanation: error messages with a simple and concise
error explanation. Comparing these with Long Explanation error
messages, we analyze how much detail is helpful to provide in an
explanation. We utilize Tobias Kohn’s TigerPython parser [26] to
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Figure 1: An example of a student asking about their error
message on the course discussion forum after being directed
here from the IDE.

implement error messages for syntax errors, and supplement the
remaining errors with Standard error messages. Example:

(Line 1) SyntaxError: invalid syntax
A colon ’:’ is required here.

Forum: error messages with a link to the course discussion forum.
If the forum contains a post that is relevant to this error, the error
message links directly to the post and suggests that the student
check it out. If no relevant post exists, the error message links to
the forum and suggests that the student make a post about the error.
Figure 1 shows an example post made by a student about their error.
This error message type is inspired by Thiselton and Treude’s work
on utilizing content from Stack Overflow [41], as well as a need
for collaborative learning and community in online education [21].
We implemented this error message type using Pritchard’s work to
detect posts about error messages [39]. We use this error message
type to investigate how to connect students who are struggling
with the same error, and whether it is helpful to do so. Example:

(Line 1) SyntaxError: invalid syntax
It looks like there is a forum post for this error,
check it out!
https://codeinplace.stanford.edu/cip3/forum?post=postId

GPT - Default: error message with an explanation generated by
GPT. When a student receives an error, we send a prompt con-
taining the student’s code and the last line of their error message
to OpenAI’s Create Completion API [1]. We use the model “text-
davinci-003”, with a temperature of 0.1, and 1000 maximum tokens.
We use a low temperature and prompt for “all the most likely
reasons,” in order to reduce the probability that the AI produces
inaccurate explanations. This results in less confident explanations

like "the reason for this error could be this, this, or this," rather
than, "the reason for the error is definitely this." We analyze this
novel error message type to explore the possibility of using GPT to
generate error messages in real time. Example:

Your code had an error so we are getting a message from
a service called GPT. It might take a second, thank
you for being patient!

(Line 1) SyntaxError: invalid syntax
This error is likely caused by a missing colon (:)
after the function definition. The correct syntax for
defining a function in Python is to use the keyword
‘def’ followed by the function name, parentheses, and
a colon.

GPT - Superhero: error message with an explanation generated
by GPT, in a superhero’s voice. We use the same process as in GPT -
Default error messages, but specifically prompt that the response be
in a superhero’s voice. With the latest advancements of generative
AI, there is significant discussion around the use of AI in education
[18]. One open question is whether AI should have a persona, and
if so, in what context and what persona. Superhero error messages
serve as an exploration of the efficacy of error messages in a char-
acter voice. We chose superhero because our preliminary testing
demonstrated the readability and positive sentiment of this persona,
which are valuable qualities in an error message [19]. Example:

It looks like you have an error, one minute while we
ask a superhero what is going on...

(Line 1) SyntaxError: invalid syntax
Oh no! It looks like you have encountered a SyntaxError!
This means that the code you have written is not in the
correct format. It could be that you have forgotten to
include a colon after the main() function definition,
or that you have forgotten to indent the print
statement. Fear not, for I am here to help! Just make
sure that your code is properly formatted and you
should be good to go!

All error messages appear in the terminal of the course’s inte-
grated development environment (IDE), shown in Figure 2 [23].

Several statistical methods were used to analyze the data. We
specifically perform a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
compare multiple groups simultaneously, and assess whether there
are significant differences among the group means. We then apply
the post-hoc Tukey test to analyze the difference between specific
groups, helping to prevent Type I errors that can arise from multi-
ple pairwise comparisons. We also perform independent t-tests to
compare means between two groups.

The source code for this experiment can be found at https://
github.com/sierrawang/cip-error-messages.git.
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Figure 2: The IDE used for the course. All error messages
appeared in the terminal. Users could change their error
message type by using a dropdown list at the top of the ter-
minal window.

Figure 3: This figure shows the short term effects of error
messages. The pink points illustrate the average rate that
a student repeats the exact same error in a subsequent run.
The green points illustrate the average number of runs that
it takes a student to resolve their error. Both plots show that
students with GPT based errors messages are able to resolve
their errors fastest. Note that the y-axes start based on the
lowest value for the respective data.

3 RESULTS
We examine several metrics to understand both the short and long
term effects of different error message types.

3.1 Short Term Effect
To evaluate the short term effect of an error message, we investigate
how effectively the message helps a student resolve their error.

First, we assess the rate that students do not resolve their error.
Whenever a student generates an error, we examine whether they
repeat the same error in the subsequent run. The pink data points
in Figure 3 show the average percent of runs that a student receives
the same error in the subsequent run, for each error message type.
Students repeat their errors approximately 43.8% of runs when
using Long Explanation error messages, 41.2% of runs when using
Forum, 40.8% of runs when using Standard, 37.5% of runs for Simple
Explanation, 33.4% of runs for GPT - Superhero, and 31.4% of runs
for GPT - Default. Comparing GPT - Default (best) with Standard
(baseline), and Long Explanation (worst), students repeat their error
23.1%, and 28.2%, less often in the subsequent run.

We also analyze the number of runs that it takes a student to
resolve their error after receiving an error message. The green data
points in Figure 3 show the average number of runs that it takes a
student to resolve their error, for each error message type. It takes
students the most number of runs, on average approximately 2.00
runs, when using Long Explanation error messages, 1.88 runs when
using Standard, 1.91 with Forum, 1.77 for Simple Explanation, 1.58
for GPT - Superhero, and 1.58 for GPT - Default. Note that it takes at
least one run to resolve an error, so these counts are lower bounded
by one. Thus, it takes students 34.8% fewer additional attempts
to resolve their error when using GPT - Superhero compared to
Standard, and 42.6% fewer compared to Long Explanation.

In both of these capacities, the students’ behavior varies signifi-
cantly across the different error message types, indicating the error
message’s affect on the student’s ability to understand and resolve
their coding errors. GPT generated error messages are consistently
the most effective, while Long Explanation messages are consis-
tently the least effective. We hypothesize that GPT provides the
most relevant advice on the student’s cause of error, and that Long
Explanation error messages, which often include an example of er-
roneous code that might cause the error, could often be misleading
on the precise reason for the error. This suggests the importance of
feedback that is tailored specifically to the code and error, and can
not be hard coded based on the most common reason for the error.

In both dimensions, there is no significant difference in effect of
Forum and Standard error message types. This could be because
they are equally informative on what the error is, without including
a text explanation of its cause.

3.2 Long Term Effect
To understand the long term effect of error messages, we examine
how the rate which students generate and resolve errors changes
throughout the course. These results are illustrated in Figure 4. For
clarity, we graphed Standard, Simple Explanation, andGPT -Default
error message types; however, our analysis is comprehensive of all
error message types. Our analysis begins with Week 2 of the course
because the students used a customized error message type for the
first assignment, that is not included in our experiment.

The left plot in Figure 4 shows the average rate that a student gen-
erates an error each week. For each week, we calculate the number
of times a student generates an error divided by the total number of
times that they ran their code. We use this to determine the average
error rate for a student each week, for each error message type. To
account for the fluctuating difficulty of the assignments, we plot
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Figure 4: These plots illustrate students’ behavior throughout the course. The left plot illustrates the average rate that a student
generates an error each week. In order to account for fluctuating difficulty of the assignments, we look at the difference from
the overall average error rate for each week. The right plot shows the average number of runs that it takes a student to resolve
an error each week. These plots show that the benefits of GPT based error messages persist over time.

the difference from the overall average error rate for each week.
We compare the average error rate across error message types for
each week and find no consistent significant difference between
the rates. In other words, we do not detect a notable difference in
any error message type’s influence on the rate of errors that the
students made throughout the course. We do not draw conclusions
about the change in error rate within a specific error message type
because we hypothesize that the fluctuation in assignment difficulty
significantly affects this metric.

The right plot in Figure 4 shows the average number of runs
that it takes a student to resolve an error, each week. We identified
the Standard message type as the sole category in which student
performance significantly improved over time. This suggests that
Standard error messages have the most dramatic learning curve.

Overall, these results do not highlight any specific error message
type as dramatically more helpful than any other in the long term.
It is possible that a five week long introductory computing course is
not long enough to see significant effects in this domain. In future
work, we would also like to analyze the long term effects across
other dimensions, such as course enrollment and student attitude.

4 DISCUSSION
Analyzing an educational intervention across different demograph-
ics is necessary to promote equity in educational outcomes. With a
course enrollment of 8,762 students from 146 countries, we are able
to examine the influence of different error message types across
diverse learner backgrounds. In particular, we investigate any po-
tential bias of GPT through thorough comparison with other error
message types.

Figure 5 shows the average number of runs that it takes a stu-
dent to resolve their error when using each error message type,
for different demographic categories. We specifically examine the
results for different Human Development Index (HDI), gender, and
programming experience groups.

The left plot of Figure 5 displays the average number of attempts
it takes for a user to resolve their error across different HDI groups
for each error message type. We find a significant difference in num-
ber of runs across the HDI categories in the case of Standard and
Long Explanation error message types; these error message types
are not equally effective interventions for people of different socioe-
conomic backgrounds. For the Simple Explanation, Forum, GPT -
Superhero, and GPT - Default error message types, the differences
across the HDI categories are not statistically significant.

We also analyzed the effect of error message types within each
HDI category. For LowHDI, GPT generated error messages result in
a significantly lower average number of runs than Long Explanation
error message types. For all other HDI categories, GPT generated
error messages are significantly lower than both Long Explanation
and Standard error messages. We did not notice any other signif-
icant trends throughout the HDI categories. All together, these
results suggest GPT generated error messages as the most helpful
error message type across varying socioeconomic backgrounds.

The center plot of Figure 5 shows the average number of runs
that it takes a user to resolve their error for different genders, for
each error message type. In our experiment, 2,603 students identify
as male, 2,953 students identify as female, and 151 students do not
identify as either. We found no significant difference in efficacy
across genders for any error message type. For male and female stu-
dents, GPT generated error messages result in significantly fewer
runs than all other error message types. For students who do not
identify as male or female, GPT generated error messages result
in significantly fewer runs than Long Explanation and Simple Ex-
planation, and there is no significant difference between any other
error message types. This is likely because we have less data on
this demographic.

The right plot of Figure 5 shows the average number of runs
that it takes a user to resolve their error when using each error
message type, over varying levels of prior programming experience.
For the people with the least prior programming experience, GPT
generated error messages result in significantly fewer runs than
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Figure 5: These plots illustrate the impact of error message type across different demographic groups. In each plot, we examine
the average number of runs it takes a user to resolve their error when using different error message types. We specifically
examine the results for different Human Development Index (HDI), Gender, and Programming Experience groups.

all other error message types. For the people with the most prior
programming experience, there is no significant difference in runs
among any of the error message types.

These findings suggest that GPT generated error messages are
the most consistently helpful across various demographics com-
pared to other error messages types.

5 LIMITATIONS
In the experimental setup and analysis, we made several decisions
to ensure equitable treatment of the students and the integrity of
the study. For one, we enabled students to switch between different
error message types, ensuring that nobody was constrained to use
an error message type that proved significantly less effective. To
account for this, our analysis only includes students who used the
same error message type throughout the entire course. Second, the
Simple Explanation error messages were exclusively for syntax
errors, and Long Explanation error messages were restricted to the
errors defined by Pritchard’s work [39]. We supplemented missing
error messages for these types with Standard error messages. The
students initially received handcrafted error messages specific to
their first assignment before our error message types were intro-
duced in the second week. Our analysis, therefore, commences from
week 2. The demographics analysis was not incorporated into the
RCT since there was not a consistent recruitment process across
different global regions.

Our research also faced limitations associated with our data
collection methods. Every time a student ran their code, we logged
the code, the error produced by pyodide, the errormessage shown to
the student, the errormessage type used, and a timestamp generated
in the front-end. When evaluating the effectiveness of the error
messages, we assess both the rate that students resolve errors upon
receiving an error message and the number of attempts it takes to
resolve the error. We refrain from analyzing the effect in time units
due to the unreliability of timestamp precision. Previous research
indicates that the number of runs serves as a comparable measure
to time in this context [35]. When comparing error messages, we
parsed the messages to mitigate minor differences (such as function
names), but this process was not flawless. We do not believe that
this influences the results since the overwhelming majority of error

messages are among those we could cleanly parse. We also do not
assess the influence of error message types on student satisfaction
and performance in the course, posing areas for future research.

Finally, there is future work in further analyzing GPT’s poten-
tial, as well as its limitations and bias. We utilized OpenAI’s text-
davinci-003 to generate GPT-based error messages, chosen for its
efficient speed and cost-effectiveness. Still, there was a delay in GPT
generated errors that may have inadvertently affected student inter-
pretations, adding a confounding factor in our analysis. Although
we have substantial evidence that the benefits of GPT generated er-
rors were seen across various demographics, our analysis could be
improved with a meaningful sentiment analysis of error messages
in relation to different demographics. This is necessary to deter-
mine whether the AI is detecting different demographics through
their code and whether it provides specific feedback based on this
information. As generative AI technology continues to advance,
ongoing studies of this nature are crucial to ensure we develop
educational tools that are inclusive and beneficial for all.

6 CONCLUSION
Our research addresses the opportunity to improve learning out-
comes in computing education through more helpful error mes-
sages. Through a large-scale randomized control trial, we evaluate
the efficacy of six distinct error message enhancement strategies.
We also present novel approaches for generating error messages
with GPT in real time and constructing error messages that facilitate
communication on the course discussion forum. Our results provide
compelling evidence on the helpfulness of error messages gener-
ated by GPT, particularly for students of varying demographics.
Our methodology also serves as a useful framework for analyzing
the efficacy of error messages and ensuring that future innovations
promote equity in educational outcomes.
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